The “Never-Ending Plasma Energy Station”
Uses and Benefits
What if …you had the ability to enhance the environment of
your body to help it change various unwanted conditions
within it?

What if …you could drink a non-toxic water to relieve
colds, headaches, anxiety and chronic pain?

What if

…the same water could help relieve itching, sneezing or anxiety in

your pets?

What if …your body could have the same
protective plasma energy benefits that this
garden had which withstood the ravages of
Hurricane Maria in Dominica which
destroyed almost 90% of everything else on
the island?

What if

…you could drink water charged
with plasma energy that supported your
body instead of taking multiple tablets and
capsules?

What if …you could get all these benefits from one source?
Read on to find out how easy it can be. But first, here’s some information to help you
understand what plasma energy is and how it can help you like it’s helped so many
others who are benefiting from it right now…

What is this Plasma Energy?
Plasma Energy is currently defined by a nuclear physicist, engineer and
researcher as the “water” of the fields of the universe.
Accessing these fields means tapping into that “water.” Plasma energy
fields emanate like ripples in water and they have wind-like waves that
ebb and flow. Plasma energy has potential difference in magnetic

gravitational strength when descending from a higher level to a lower level. It creates the same
release of energy seen in hydroelectric dams. It has the same power as the nuclear essence; it has
everything which we have tapped into according to this place in time and our current intelligence
— and it has given us energy.
Plasma energy fields can be demonstrated with two magnets. When these two
magnets are pulled together that is the attraction of their plasmatic gravitational
fields. When two magnets repel each other both are sending magnetic energy.

When they reach equilibrium the repelling stops.
This action of the magnetic gravitational plasma fields is apparent
throughout the physical world. It is what balances the position of
the planets and keeps them from colliding. The molecules and
atoms in the bodies of plants, pets and people act in accord with
planets by attracting and repelling each other, always seeking a
balance of plasma energy.
It is taught that the addition of non-toxic plasmatic fields to
people, plants or pets that are out of balance due to disease or
injury puts the body in the proper plasmatic environment so the
body can restore health and reduce pain.
The body only uses what is needed to restore and maintain
balance. When attraction and repulsion stop balance is achieved
and the body remains in natural homeostasis or balance.

Here’s a short video from Paul explaining plasma
energy.

Here’s a more indepth video of Paul’s Workshop
explaining how to use plasma energy

More than 90% of the bodies of people, plants and pets are made up of
carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen and oxygen — all of which have plasmatic
fields.

When addressing illness the above elements are used to
make GANS, an acronym for Gas in Atomic Nano Solid
State.
These GANS, which have very powerful plasmatic fields,
influence the imbalance caused by disease or injury in
people, plants and pets. In doing so, biological balance is
returned, allowing healing to occur.

About Paul and Lynn

and their Never Ending Plasma Energy Station
Paul and Lynn lived in New Mexico and then Colorado for many years where Paul practiced
veterinary medicine. Paul was one of the first veterinarians to study acupuncture for animals
in the United States in the mid-70s.
After retiring from veterinary medicine and moving to Montana
Paul never lost interest in the use of alternative energies and
three years ago he started studying plasma energy technology as
taught by a nuclear atomic physicist and engineer who has made
information from many of his patents freely available to all who
wish to learn about plasma energy.
Lynn started transcribing the weekly workshops by the scientist
and did over a hundred synopses that can be found at
www.transformacomm.com. Paul spent a good deal of time
learning how to make the various GANS (Gas in Atomic Nano
Solid State) which were taught on a weekly basis. He then started making many different types
of the GANS by applying his new knowledge of plasma energy.
They both started experiencing benefits from using the plasma energy and developed their first
plasma energy station in June, 2016 after studying the plasma technology for a couple of years.

They first decided to make the plasma energy station to see first-hand if replacing refrigerator
and pantry meals with liquid plasma water would help them survive if there was a disruption in
the food supply during an emergency situation such as many people across the world are
experiencing with hurricanes, tornadoes, flooding, severe winter weather and earth quakes.
Would this be their solution? Keep reading to find out…

Here is how Paul prepared the food vials.
For several weeks when Paul and Lynn prepared meals they would
take a small portion and freeze it. When they got enough meals
together they thawed them, put them a tub and then Paul added
water from the creek with sodium hydroxide and creek water. That
sat for more than a week. Then Paul added a zinc plate and a
copper plate with a current for a couple of days (to speed things
up). He rinsed it six times with water from the creek again.
Once the Ph was at 7 he poured everything into a jar and let it settle.
Neither Paul nor Lynn thought it looked very delicious at that point.
Then Paul poured what was left into a large jar and rinsed it again with creek water after which
he poured off the water and added CO2 liquid plasma and let it
set until it settled for about 24 hours. After that he poured the
first CO2 liquid plasma off and added more CO2. The final
result was a jar with the settled GANS and liquid that was used
to fill two small vials included in their Never Ending Plasma
Energy Station. The tub holding the vials was then filled with
filtered water which is what they used to drink for their meals.

About six weeks prior to doing all this, Lynn put
liquid plasma in the creek before it reaches the
city water works with a combination of CO2,
CUO, and Zinc Oxide liquid plasma so that should
be what we get through our tap water.
They started drinking their liquid plasma water
“meals” served in a wine glass with 15 ml of the liquid plasma water added
to their glass mixed with filtered water from their Berkey water filter.
The plasma energy from the food is contained in the water they put in their glass…all the actual
water gained from the process is in the vial on the outside of the plasma energy station. They
have evolved to having one or two ‘dish’ meals a day with water taken from the plasma energy
station. Breakfast is always their plasma energy station water.

When they first started both of then had very slight headaches for a couple of days possibly from
physical withdrawal of caffeine. Neither of them had gnawing hunger pangs that one generally
feels with lack of food. They kept up with their routines and also did their daily walks through
the neighborhood and Lynn continued doing her evening yoga-oxycise before bedtime.
Any feelings of deprivation were more emotional than physical from not going through the
touching, smelling, tasting phases of a meal. Sometimes they chose not to intend the same meal
for lunch or dinner. Sometimes they intended breakfast, an afternoon snack and a dinner meal.

Paul did the same process for the cat’s
food.
Their two cats are now having ‘food’ liquid plasma added to their
two water bowls sometimes with vitamin plasma water that Paul
made from all the vitamins Paul and Lynn used to take.
Lynn has cut the food in their dish in what they were being fed daily. Paul has also done the
same process for their friends’ dog.
As you can see Paul and Lynn did the ‘shotgun buffet’ with the food gans rather than individual
jars of each ingredient (not enough room for that many jars). Besides they liked the idea of
picking and choosing from the menu. Lynn called it the ‘ultimate Mother’s Day Buffet.’ One
of their friends who has a plasma energy station calls her ‘meals’ her special tonic water,
intending that all that she needs at the time are provided for in her glass.
Here is their blessing when they sit down to their ‘meals’: “We rejoice in universal abundance
and our Divine Creator within us and we extend the nourishment of this meal to any world wide
who are in need of sustenance and willing to accept it. It is done!” You may intend whatever
you wish for your meal or you may simply give thanks that everything is in your water meal that
your body needs at this meal.
Intention is a very important part of making and using plasma energy.
This photo shows the two energy stations for a busy family plus some
individual containers of plasma water that have specific vials attached to
them. These plasma energy stations are created by permanently
attaching unopened vials filled with various combinations of plasma
energy water (see the list that follows) to the outside of a container of
distilled or filtered water.

The following list is the plasma energy contained in each
of the vials attached to their plasma energy station:


















1. CO2 and vitamins
2. CO2, CuO2, Zn, CH3, CONH
3. Iodine with cobalt
4. Calcium
5. CuO2 (copper oxide)
6. Food gans and Amino Acid of CO2, Cu, ZnO, CH3
7. herbs, oils, vitamins
8. Au (gold)
9. ZnO2
10. CO2 with CH3
11. Ag (silver)
12. CH3
13. Food gans and Amino Acid of CO2, Cu, ZnO, CH3
14. Thundergod Vine, Minerals (80+ minerals), hydration formula with Vit C, potassium,
silica, oleic acid, crystalline energy, shiaga mushroom, and hemp oil
15. CO2 and Vitamins A, B’s, C, D, E, Calcium, Phosphorus, Iodine, Magnesium, Zinc,
Selenium, Copper, Chromium, Sodium, Potassium, Cayenne, Garlic, Rosehips, Papain,
Bromelain, Chinese Rhubarb, Licorice Root, Kelp, L’Methionine
16. Himalayan Salt

If you were to take all these ingredients one by one, you would have to
designate a very large cupboard to hold all these single ingredients.
But instead you can have a 2 to 5 gallon container with all the vials attached to the outside of it.
Then all you’d do is add distilled or filtered water to the container daily and the plasma energy
would pass from the vials into the water inside the container.
Paul has done his medications the same way. Why?
Once again, what if there was a disaster of some kind that interrupted the
instant delivery system we are used to in our lives? What if he can’t
make a phone call and receive something in his mailbox or have it
delivered to his front porch? What if delivering foods, medicines and
other necessary items was interrupted for 2 months? You only have to look at Dominica where
they suffered 90% destruction of the island to see what might happen to the supply delivery we
take for granted.
Other things we have done with the plasma energy water includes
pouring water with the liquid plasma of the Peace Formula which is
CO2 and Zinc with a little CH3 in a couple of the local creeks. All of
them flow into the Yellowstone River, which flows into the Missouri
River, then into the Mississippi River and finally the Gulf of Mexico.

For Energy Supplementation
People who use the plasma energy station and want an energy boost use
about ¼ cup to ½ cup plasma energy water into a glass of water and drink it
3 times a day. They use this to build stamina and energy. When people want
a snack or a meal replacement they drink ½ to a cup of the water. Their
bodies use the plasma energy they need at the time they drink the water. If
some of the energy is not needed at the time the body ignores it.
It is important to understand that the Never Ending trademark is reference to the fact
that the Plasma Energy emanating from these vials does not deplete over time. The
GANS are magnetic fields given off by specific elements, herbs, chemicals, foods and
other natural elements that have been condensed down to their fundamental molecular
state.
The plasma water contains the magnetic fields given off by the GANS.
Any and all features, articles, workshops, videos, and discussion of the benefits of Never Ending
Plasma Energy water and products are intended for educational purposes only and in no way
should be taken as medical advice. We encourage you to make health care decisions based upon
personal research and in partnership with a qualified health care professional.
It is your right to educate yourself, to seek helpful information and to make use of it for your
own benefit for you and your family. You are the one responsible for your health in using Never
Ending Plasma Energy water and products. The views of others and suggestions are not
intended to be a substitute for conventional medical assistance. If you have any severe medical
conditions you need to speak with the physician of your own choice. We are not medical doctors;
we are plasma energy scientists. We do not claim to cure diseases but simply to help you make
physical and mental changes in order to help change conditions in your body.

Purchase your Never-Ending Plasma Energy Vials or Pads
by clicking the BUY NOW button.
Plasma Energy Solution Association is a private membership association under Grantor
Trust 983142-341348-041035. One dollar of a first-time purchase grants membership
status to the purchaser. The only membership requirement of purchaser is to use,
enjoy and benefit from the Plasma Energy Solution Products and share with others if
you wish.

HOW HAVE OTHER PEOPLE MADE AND USED THEIR PLASMA ENERGY
STATIONS?
They received a package with the vials that contain the plasma energy
water of the ingredients that you saw listed above. The yellow colored
packing material is charged with plasma energy and many people save
it and use it later as energy patches or to help ease discomfort on backs,
knees, wrists and more.
The unopened vials are glued and taped with clear plastic packing tape on the outside of a clear
glass or plastic container. Then the container is filled with distilled or filtered water.
People are using a variety of containers from clear glass ice tea
containers that hold several gallons of water, to the see-through
water jugs that hold up to 5 gallons of water. Some people prefer
the tubs with lids as shown in the photo. It’s their station and
their choice! The numbers on the vials are only there for Paul’s
use when filling the vials and do not have to be placed in any
certain order on your station.
People are given these instructions for setting up their plasma energy
station:
“Fill your plasma energy station with filtered water (or distilled if you
don’t have filtered). Be sure to put your intention on how you want
your station to enhance the health and well being of you, your
family, your pets and your plants. Let the distilled water ‘change’
overnight and then it is ready to use. When the distilled water goes to
halfway, add more filtered or distilled water. If a vial is broken
accidentally keep it taped to the container. The field plasma energy is
still in the vial or the remnants of the vial.
It’s fine to add this water from the tub to your pets’ water, and for watering your plants.”
People with plasma energy stations are sharing the plasma energy
water with others! Here is what they do:
1. They take water from their plasma energy station and soak
paper towels and then let them dry completely.
2. The paper towels are cut in half to the size of a paper
napkin.
3. They make small wallet sizes or larger sizes that are the
size of ½ of a luncheon napkin. Their sets will have 2 different sizes in them: size 1 is a
¼ of the size of the luncheon napkin. Size 2 is the other ¾ of the paper towel folded to
match the size of side. They cut the zip tops off the baggies, place the dried plasma water
treated paper towels in them and tape them shut with packing tape. Some people print
peel and stick labels with a brief set of instructions.

4. The plasma water treated patches are not equal in thickness. The smaller patch is put on
one side of a clear glass or plastic container. The larger patch is put on the opposite side
of the container. The magnetic – gravitational plasma energy of the larger plasma energy
patch works to balance the smaller plasma energy patch on the opposite side and
everything between the two patches.
These patches are ideal for mailing to someone out of the country. People in seven countries are
using the plasma energy station patches very successfully. People find them ideal for taking with
them when they travel. The small ones can be carried in a wallet or purse and provide all the
elements of the plasma energy station with them. If they don’t have tape to apply to a drinking
cup they will put a patch under the cup.
Energy stations with patches are easy to set up. Place pads 1 and 2 on either side of a clear
glass or plastic water container…it can be a jar, a pitcher or even an ice tea dispenser with a
spigot. Clear plastic packing tape works fine. If the plastic becomes ‘worn’ over time, place the
whole works in a new plastic baggie, worn plastic and old, and tape it shut. Let the water change
over night and then it’s ready to use. Some people put some of the changed water in a spray
bottle when they don’t have a large syringe for soaking the paper towels. Just soak them with
the spray. They will dry quickly if they are hung over a plastic hanger. They just need to dry
thoroughly before they are put in the baggies that are then taped shut.

MORE USES FOR THE WATER FROM YOUR NEVER ENDING
PLASMA ENERGY STATION:
Once people are accustomed to using the water every day for family, plants and pets, they can do
more things with the water in their Never Ending Plasma Energy Station. They can ‘isolate’
certain plasma energies as follows










Some of the protocols that follow use various separate liquid plasma.
For CO2, people take a cup of water from their station and put it in a glass jar. Then they
add filtered water to it and label the jar with their intention and with a paper label that
says “CO2”.
They do the same process when they need ZnO, CH3, Amino Acids or anything else
described in the protocols found on the Plasma Energy Solution website.
They follow the directions in the protocols with the amounts of the water that they use
from each jar.
When the jar is 2/3rds full they add more filtered or distilled water.
Once they have added their intention and let the plasma energy change the water in the
jar, that particular water is always what is contained in that jar.
See the section on Intention at
https://plasmaenergysolution.com/intention/
Once people have created separate jars with CO2, ZnO, CH3, and
Cu they can use the plasma energy water for first aid as found on
the Plasma First Aid Chart on the website.

Plants and Pets Love The Plasma Energy Water!
Chickens and livestock like the water and benefit from it also.
The darker of the two cats, shown to the right, and her siblings
were abandoned in a snow storm several years ago. She was
always very skittish. Since drinking the water she is less apt to
run and hide under a bed when someone comes to the house. She
is more likely to let her curiosity ‘kick in’ and check out the
visitor. That didn’t happen for her first three years before there
was plasma water for her to drink.!

Plasma Energy Water Testimonials:
Candi: Want to report: 95 year old woman with fractured hip
is healed in 2 weeks! Had X-ray yesterday doctor said it is
healed and can start walking. Used Homeopathy for first 3
days and sprayed with your Never Ending Plasma Energy
Station Water everyday several times a day. She drank the
water throughout the day and wore calcium patches front and
back for only one week. Her original prognosis was no
walking for six weeks!
John: I have been going to the dermatologist for over forty years (for skin cancers). I go
quarterly and always have at least twenty spots frozen each visit and about ten biopsies a year.
This year I have had about fifteen surgical procedures with sutures from one to three inches. I
have been using plasma water (from the plasma energy station) on my sutures and they literally
disappear in a week. This week I went in for my quarterly appointment. For the first time in
about forty years, I was clear – no keritoses, basal cells, or squamous cells. Of course, I avoid
the sun, but also each morning I put a mixture of plasma water and olive oil on my face and
head.
Paulette: 7/10/2017 I have an orchid that was given to us about 4 years ago. It
would only bloom once a year. Well this last winter I bought a health cup and have
been drinking water from it since. But I also would water the orchid with the same
water from the cup. Well, besides it is blooming for the third time this year the

blossoms on it this time are huge. Can’t believe it. Amazing. We have been drinking the water
from the energy station since about the first of July. Plants doing well so I know it works. My
orchid is still blooming?? Crazy I think it flowered in May and is still holding its buds. Looking
beautiful as the day it started. This is the orchid pictured here.
I am now spraying the leaves. I have a fungus of some kind going through my yard and instead
of spraying chemicals I have put the water in a spray bottle and spray as many leaves as possible
on my cherry trees, blueberry bushes and flowers. I don’t get all the leaves as I can’t reach them
but it looks like it has stopped the fungus and the leaves have turned dark green. I will know
more in a couple of weeks but this is truly amazing if it will stop the fungus as I have been
fighting it for years. So a little spritz here and there and it is gone.
I also had a deer pull up a petunia and it laid exposed roots to the
air for a good day or two. Looking very dead when I found it with
just a smidgen of life in it, I planted it back into the ground and
started watering it with plasma water from the Energy Station. It is
vibrant green now and might even flower if we don’t get a freeze.
Amazing.
Paulette and Ted: 8/25/2017 update: I thought I would let you know that my
orchids have held their blooms now for 3 months and they look as good as the
first day—Amazing! This is from watering with plasma water from the energy
station. (this is the same orchid from the testimonial from Paulette on
7/10/2017)
Also, we found another use for water from the energy station. Our horse started to itch around
his tail. This is something that can be hard to stop. Well, I started to spray water from the energy
station on the top of the tail and underneath of the tail and it hasn’t itched him any more. I don’t
even do it every day, but about once a week.
From a doctor in New Zealand: May you Prosper with your Plasma products - I can testify to
the efficacy of your food plasma - I was in a juice fast and for 3 days took only sips of plasma
water from a cup with the plasma station patches on each side of it and had even more energy to
run up the mountain every day.
Dr. Tenczr: I am grateful for the energy station that was received last week. I am impressed.
The water has a totally different texture from the energized water I already drink.
Sometimes a picture is worth a thousand words. Pam has had her Never Ending Plasma
Energy Station for several months. She has embraced what we say in using the plasma water for
people, plants and pets. As you can see she has one happy garden!

She not only waters with the plasma water but got a fertilizer GANS that
Tommy Lee has made from bat guano and worm castings. “Your plants
will love the plasma energy water! See how these morning glories have
thrived with the plasma energy water. Plants love to have their leaves
sprayed with the water as well!” Pam says her whole garden is thriving.
W: Lynn spoke to W. today (6-16-2017). W’s family member has been in federal lockup over
immigration issues. Family members soaked cotton bond paper in the station water and let it dry
thoroughly. Then they wrote to this family member with intentions for her overall health and her
return to the family on the ‘plasmatized’ paper. They also told her to use it as her ‘portable’
station with her food and water. She got MERS infections 3 different times while locked up and
also had respiratory and adrenal issues. She has taken care of 90% of these issues by drinking
the water much to the bafflement of the medical staff and never took their medicine (Note: those
who are incarcerated have to pay to see the doctor and get medications and may not have the
funds to do so). NEVER UNDERESTIMATE the power of the plasma energy no matter how it
is ‘packaged’! And she is set to be released in the next couple of days through family efforts
and intention.
Testimonial from the scientist who developed plasma energy processes and this one is for
peace: We have a remedy for all the wars and guns and it’s the GANS water of CO2 and Zinc.
Run crazy with it and you will understand that the magnetic fields of the same reach the same
magnetic fields from across your country, across your continents. You have produced CO2 and
ZnO (Notetaker: you have CO2 and ZnO in your energy stations). Start linking up and elevate
the souls of men to stop this mayhem. We cannot do anything but use what we have. When we
release the soul of the man who is going to pull the trigger then his soul is elevated. This is how
we don’t fight but we elevate.
You all have the tools of peace in your hand. Buy a ping pong ball and leave it on the motor of
the single rotating computer cooling system. (Notetaker: Drill a hole in it and fill the ball with
10% CO2 and 90% ZnO. You can also make a ‘peace’ pad from a paper towel soaked in the
same water—let it dry and then wrap it in plastic and tape it shut and write “Peace” on it).
Both will do the job of linking up with other balls or pads that are on the computer fan. These
are the tools of peace. As I said knowledge in exchange for peace and there are enough who can
afford $5 to $6 for a ping pong ball and computer fan and fill up with pure ZnO and nothing else
except a little bit of CO2 in it to reach the soul of the man around the planet.
and from Lynn: HOW YOU CAN DO THIS: Our PEACE FAN is up and running…for those
of you with plasma energy stations or plasma energy pads, put some of the water you have made
from them on a jar and write “CO2” on the jar and fill it with filtered or distilled water. Put
some more water in a jar and write “ZnO” on the jar and fill it with filtered or distilled water.
After this charges for several hours put the water of the ZnO on a paper pad and wait about 30
minutes and add a few drops of CO2 on the same pad so you have a proportion of 90% ZnO and
10% CO2. Let the pad dry and then wrap it in plastic and tape it shut. Put it on your fan motor
and now you are ‘linked’ into the peace system around the globe! Make more of these pads and
spread them around to the people who need peace in their lives. If there’s contention going on
with the city council, go put a peace pad under a rock outside the building….put a couple of

them. Let the plasma energy do its work. Tommy Lee uses Popsicle sticks that are soaked in the
plasma water. When they are dry he writes his intention of them (such as “Peace”). Be creative!
There are no ‘wrong’ ways to use the peace energy!
Tommy Lee: I gave my son a healing pad some time ago and he hadn’t used it. My sister called
my son to tell him she had been depleted of everything–vitamins and minerals–and the doctor
was going to hospitalize her to rebuild her with fluids if she didn’t get better. About that time
she started using the plasma energy water and has now been on the water for 7 weeks. After one
month on the water she went for a blood test and all her vitamin and mineral numbers had come
up and he asked her what she was going. She didn’t even think of the water and told the doctor
she wasn’t doing anything but then in talking to Tommy he reminded her about drinking the
water. She has a liver disease and as a side effect she has had constipation for a long time. Now
she has no problem with constipation.
Tommy Lee uses ‘plasmerized’ Popsicle sticks to hand out to people. He washes them after he
uses them and then he puts in a container in plasma water for 2 to 3 weeks and lets them soak.
Then he dries them in the sun and he gives out the Popsicle stick (plasmerized). He has people
write their intention on the stick for peaceful sleep, healing, or whatever or simply put the
Popsicle sticks on their water jar to add plasma to the water. You can write the intention on
them. Tommy Lee wrote peace on several sticks and pushed them in the ground where he had
some disruptive neighbors. Now he notices that people don’t walk on his side of the street. The
only people that come on Tommy’s side of the street know him and come to talk to him. Some
of his disruptive neighbors have moved!
Darlene: my vegetables are so crisp and good and this is after they have been in the refrigerator
for a week. I have some small glass jars filled with plasma water and put them in the vegetable
bins. Also she has a quart jar on the top shelf. The vegetables are better than when she bought
them.
Bob: we are like everyone else and we are using the energy station water for anything and
everything. We use in for ourselves, around the house, water our plants with it and give it to the
animals. The animals will tell you that they would rather have this than regular water. They will
drink this water first. I want to let my intention be more specific about the needs we have.
Gordon: Tommy told me to look at 1st Montana meeting. It was intriguing and I ordered the
station. I was lucky! I had this old ceramic water filter invented by a Japanese man in 1890. In
the 1990s a Japanese doctor improved the design and came up with a way to treat granite and
lava rock. He got 19 minerals to have the right polarity. You put a teaspoon of the minerals in
the top and pour a gallon of water and the minerals act like a filter. I hadn’t used it in 3 years.
When I got the station I got the filter and put it together. It is made of clear medical grade plastic
with 16 ribs and it holds 3 gallons. It drips from the top and will hold a gallon at a time. Then I
super glued and taped the vials to it.
I have a 6 oz glass and I drink the water several times a day. Sometimes I program it and
sometimes not. I drink less water than I used to. It is so easy to program the intention into your
water. I have used intention in helping other people. I have been doing a 5-2-2 eating plan

where you eat regularly 5 days a week and eat only 500 calories 2 days a week. I decided to do
the fast for 3 days without food and I would program every other glass of water from my energy
station to be a taco meal or a steak and tater meal or something else. I would hold the glass and
get the mental picture exactly as I want it to be. That intentional energy goes into the glass. I
experience light energy to go in the water. I was not hungry at all when I did this and I felt fine.
After that I programmed the water to get rid of some knee pain that I’d had for a couple of days.
That worked so well that I ‘screwed up’ with the intention to fix and repair everything that was
wrong with my body. That was a mistake—it was doing everything at once! I was in the
Marines and in a few fights and ended up with injured legs and hands and other damage.
Everything I did was 35 years ago. In this last week I have been reliving the back injury, the
broken leg, the hand pain. It’s an energetic thing. I don’t actually have anything wrong with the
wrist. I have to go through this to repair everything.
I haven’t made any GANS. I got some plasma energy pads from Tommy and the day I got them
my wife’s shoulder was hurting. I set one on her shoulder and one on the other side and she fell
asleep for a few minutes and then got up and walked away. The energy pads were still in her
chair. It got rid of the pain. It has relieved 80% of the pain on my knee in 15 minutes. What I
did was to surprise my wife with a nice scarf. She won’t wear one this time of year but I took
water out of the station and I programmed it for her and put it against her solar plexus that
whatever energy she needed would be in the scarf. I sprayed the scarf and let it air dry. She has
it in her locker at work and can put in on.
She ends up walking about 6 miles a day with her job so I have also done socks for her. When
she starts feeling sore or tired she gets that scarf, puts it on and finds her condition and energy
improve very quickly.
Rita: When I first received the station I had an epiphany to simply rest the vials as you shipped
them on the sticky pad right up against a glass gallon container of charged harmonetic water
(structured water found around DNA and within cell microtubules). It’s produced using a simple
open-sourced process developed by G.W. Hardin that includes an MP3 player and Tesla
caduceus coil. Resting the vials against the jug is not as cool a set-up as Sandy’s large glass
energy station, but apparently it works. I couldn’t wait to try a glass of this very special water. I
drank it after dinner the next day stating an intention for healing and balancing. I didn’t
experience anything and must admit to being disappointed but hoped I might notice something
over time — time being weeks or months. The noticing came a bit sooner. About 1/2 hour later I
was sitting working on my laptop when I had a – I’m trying to think of a dainty way to say this –
gushing nasal release. . . took me totally by surprise. I was aghast as I stared down at the mess
on my laptop, then started laughing. Talk about an impressive cleansing reaction! Haven’t had
another occurrence since (thank goodness!), but what I’m now noticing is more energy. For the
past two days I’ve been getting at least 30-60 minutes of yard work in after a long day in a
stressful job. I can’t remember the last time I’ve felt this energized and motivated to get out and
do some physical work on a weekday evening. I’m thrilled and looking forward to
experimenting more with my station — including intention around meal replacement. Very
inspired by the idea of nourishing myself in a way that does less harm. Thanks again to you and
Paul! I hope some day to meet you both and convey my thanks in person. Kind regards, Rita

Pat: Chris told us how he used the packing materials from his plasma energy station under his
pillow and got an incredible night’s sleep. It also gave him lots of energy for a job he is
finishing. I have an interesting experience with packing material. Tommy sent me some of the
new energy pads he’s been working on and told me to try them on. I didn’t know what Chris had
done and I took the packing material which was a manila bubble envelope and I put that between
the mattress and box spring because I had heard someone who had done this and her husband has
been sleeping better. The patches have so much energy and I went to bed at 8:30 and I was very
tired. I forgot I’d put the envelope under the mattress. At 2:00 AM I was still bright eyed and
bushy tailed and I couldn’t figure out what was wrong because when I went to bed I was tired.
Then I remembered the packaging and I took it out and it took another hour and a half before I
went to sleep. That energized the whole room. Now it’s turned the bedroom into a ‘think tank
room!”
Pam: I put the pads under the glass pitcher since I got them Monday. I feel better; the foggy
thinking has improved. When I got this I said lord let this do what my body needs. I just drink
plasma water with my Berkey filter water. I have had positive results from using it for 3 days. I
got my plasma energy station and took the packing pads off and I put them on the dresser. I slept
for 7 hours last now. It feels like everything is coming to another level. My neighbor hurt her
knee and nothing was helping and she knows I do a lot to take care of my health. I ended up
making her some pads in a ‘saddle bag’ arrangement to put over her knee (when she’s sitting
down. She says she notices the pain is lessening and she can’t get over it. The hardest people to
help with any of this are family members. I really am having fun with this.
Darlene: I just got my system. I don’t know if I’m doing this right and using my intention right.
Pat: there is no right or wrong with plasma energy. And you have the intention of the people
who have made this for you. You can’t do anything wrong here.
Darlene: I am trying to make some of the CO2, the ZnO and more separately.
Tommy: write the name on the outside of the bottle and that is your intent. While you are
drinking it say CO2 repeatedly. You don’t have to put it in the container.
Darlene: so what I say makes it so.
Pat: just relax about this; it’s going to be the easiest thing you have ever done.
Darlene: I love this kind of science; it’s right up my alley.
Pat: we can put the things we soak in the dryer; try it and see how it works.
Lila: everything is going well; my feet with neuropathy are good now. And I’ve been noticing
my nails. They are hard now. I can never grow my nails and now my thumb nails are getting
round and hard and not splitting. They used to have dibbits in them and those are getting better.
Pam: is that just from drinking this water?

Lila: Yes. I’ve had this condition for years with my thyroid. It will be seven weeks this Saturday
since I got my plasma energy station. It takes time to turn some of these things around. The nails
are amazing. My indoor plants are getting bigger leaves; I should have taken before and after
pictures. I feel good and I have energy. I’m very happy with this and it’s fun to see what you can
do with it and incorporate it into your daily lives. It’s water for the cat, the rice cooker, my
coffee and I’m also giving it to my 93 year old mother. I coated some ponytail wraps that I got
at the dollar store and sprayed them with the water and dried them. Then she put them on her
arthritic hands so we’ll see how she does.
Deborah: I have a new testimony. I have been having a problem sleeping. I have a bottle of
water that I ‘plasmerized’ and I put it under my pillow. I was having some crazy dreams before
and now I am sleeping much better.
Lynn: I want to share something with you. My son in Colorado has a friend who has been very
ill for several years and my son took him to Mayo Clinic a couple of years ago to get a
diagnosis. The best they came up with was protein losing immune enteropathy and I asked my
son what that meant. He said it means we don’t know what it is so we’ll give it a bunch of big
words! So what would happen is he would get a call almost every week from his friend because
he had to get the hospital because of intense pain. It was very difficult for him to eat. They put
him on opioids for pain and give him weekly IVs in the emergency room. This has gone on for
quite awhile. I asked my son if his friend would use one of the energy stations and he thought he
would so I sent the vials and he put them together on a station. He hasn’t had a call for a lot of
weeks to go the ER. He is turning the corner. It was really painful for him when food would
pass through his system so he can at least use the energy station for some of his ‘meals.’
Evidently that is also helping.
Lynn: one more thing. You talked about washing the sheets and spraying your legs for better
sleep. I’ve had a lot on my plate getting this website up and still doing the transcripts I do. I did
that the other night and it worked great—thanks Pam! I’ve washed the sheets and we had
changed to a different set of sheets and now that they are washed my sleep is much sounder.
Thanks Pat and Pam for sharing that.
Pam:I am sleeping much better now. When I laundered the sheets and started spraying the water
on my body and I have been amazed at how I’ve been sleeping.
Lynn: sometimes Paul will get leg cramps at night so I suggested that he try spraying his legs
and he’s done that the last few nights and he hasn’t had any cramping. It’s good for us to
remember that our biggest organ is our skin. It can be effectively treated.
Tommy: tell them about the plastic and the carbon.
Lynn: yes, when I was typing the weekly Thursday workshop notes Mr. Keshe does and he said
that some of you have asked why I use plastic on the patches. He uses it because the plastic
baggies are made of carbon and so are our bodies and they are very compatible. So that is
something to keep in mind when you are thinking of different things to use. I was glad to hear
that. There was another suggestion when you have a sore knee or shoulder she uses a ‘star’

formation with patches. The patches she makes are smaller than post-it notes. If you have a sore
shoulder you would put one by your spine in your upper neck. Then another would go on the
back of the shoulder and one on the front of the shoulder. The 4th one would go on the outside of
the upper arm. You are getting a whole field and you can use the same approach on sore knees.
This is just another approach to use.
Pam: does she use tape?
Lynn: yes and you could put them under an ace bandage, but it depends on your life style. My
brother has a rotator cuff issue and he has an energy station. I told him to make something that
looks like a saddlebag like Pam has talked about. If he made a wider saddle big he could rig the
saddle bag with the 4 patches. Do whatever you have to do to keep things in place. One issue
people have is a reaction to tape so watch that inflammation isn’t from the tape. I have that
issue.
Pam: I can use the fabric tape and its okay but I’m allergic to latex.
Lynn: you have to experiment.
Pam: I continue to have adrenal health issues that affect my energy. If I just stay on the plasma
water, and that is all I drink, is it possible to improve those issues or should I use the plasma
water with adrenal supplement.
Lynn: try making a GANS with the adrenal supplement and then you add that vial to your
station. When you take the plasma water from the station your body will use what it needs. You
can’t overdose on the plasma water. Your body will use what it needs at the time you drink the
water.
Viola: I’m just here to learn and where do we get the plasma water?
Lynn: the plasma water came from Paul working for the last 1.5 years and studying for the last
1.5 years. He learned how to make GANS (gas in atomic nano state) out of different elements
and compounds. They end up as a powder in the bottom of a jar and we add water to those jars.
The powder (GANS) in the bottom of the jar charges the water in the jar. Then he made 16
different vials that go on the outside of the energy station. This charges the water inside the
station and we put a station together a year ago. We’ve never dumped all the water out; we only
add water to it as we need to. We don’t have to clean it out and scrub it out because part of the
energies in there is being used to clean up polluted rivers and contaminate land. We just about
have our website together and we have an explanation of plasma energy and what is in the vials.
I will always send reading material when people are interested. What we have found is that the
energy has increased our stamina. Paul uses combinations of certain kinds of the plasma water
with olive oil and has reduced his cataracts by 85%.
Lynn: I have a nephew in New Mexico who is a robust healthy athlete and has worked with
golfers. He got pancreatitis about a week ago. I didn’t know anything about it and my brother
called to tell me my nephew was in ICU and it was touch and go. They induced a coma for the

pain with pain killers. I asked them to please get some plasma water on my nephew. Sometimes
it’s hard to introduce new concepts in that situation so my brother took his water bottle with
plasma water and would rub my nephew’s feet and hands and head with the water. The 104
temperature that had been there for days went down to 102. I just heard from my brother and
they want to take him off the ventilator now. Three days ago a specialist told them his chances
were 50/50. When this started I got my Arizona sister, my brother and me and each of us put a
jar of CO2 and ZnO water, and a few more things with a picture of him and we all put our
intention for his well being and best possible outcome. We’re not making the medical shots so
we just have to use the intention in the best way that we can. These are things we haven’t been
taught that we can do and the water helps magnify this.
Lynn: Paul put together a new, bigger station and we wanted to test the energy fields. Our
original station and the new station both had energy fields of 48 feet and then I ran out of room
because there was a wall in the way. I heard the question about having the GANS close together
and if you’re a purist and you have lots of room and want to separate them that would be perfect
for you. In our situation all the GANS are ‘buddied up’ to each other in Paul’s work room. The
important part of all this is your intention: My GANS are in the best possible circumstances and
they are all satisfied with their present existence. I appreciate the question because that has
come up on calls. Where they manufacture and establish designated consistent outcomes they
will address this but we are using this on a daily basis with ourselves, friends and family.
Lynn: the main thing I would say about the issue of safety when making food or vitamin GANS
is to just handle the lye carefully like you would if you were using it in the household. Be aware
of what you are doing. GANS making goes back to those who originally started making soap.
That is making GANS. The Chinese had made GANS for thousands of years by making a food
GANS in their woks. If we can keep the mystery out of plasma energy more people will be
encouraged to try. There are a lot of instructional videos out there and for those of you having
nice weather there is a lot you can do with your plants. After you talked about the plants are
reacting to the water and the leaves are sticking up straight I looked at the pathos plant again that
I’ve had for years that is now getting the water. Those leaves are standing up since I put the
water on it. They are standing right up like they are waving to the crowd.

Questions and Answers
Matt: I hope it is alright if I send you an email as I had just a few more
questions after I have read furthermore on your site about the Energy
Station that I received, and the full testimonials.
Q: I was wondering the plastic container that you are using is it a food
container or a normal storage/clothing/item container as I was having a problem finding a
food container (Walmart or Target) that was like that and only saw normal storage
containers but they don’t state they are BPA free or if I need to worry about that (BPA)?
A: many of the plasma energy fields in your plasma energy station water are the same fields to
clean up land contamination and polluted rivers. If you are especially worried about BPAs then
get a glass container for your water.

Q: From my understanding and the testimonials, if I wanted to make some pain/health
patches would I simply just use a folded paper towel and then fully wet it with the water
that was plasmatized / energy charged from the container and then put it in a zip lock bag,
or does it need to fully dried out and then put it in a zip lock bag and then that is all there is
to it?
A: I always dry the pads completely and then put them in the baggies and tape them securely
shut. See the link on the website on how to make the pads. Many people have experienced that
they get mold in the wet bags unless they add a little CuO energy water and seal the bags with a
food sealer to get the air out.
https://plasmaenergysolution.com/2017/07/26/how-do-i-make-extra-energy-station-pads-or-painpads/
Q: If one has health issues / cancer can you make a health / pain patch to put on that area
with that CO2 + ZnO (kind of like I was mentioning above)?
A: yes, make two pads, one that is 3 times the thickness of the other so that you have a gradient.
The greater pad will give to the lesser pad to balance the energy and balance all the energy in
between. Be sure not to use any CH3 in the pad for cancer issues.
Q: I have heard that CO2 and ZnO is really good for health issues or to fight cancer, is the
Energy Station able to make the energy charged water to be this type (intention)?
A: see above and also read the section on the Website about Intention.
https://plasmaenergysolution.com/intention/
Q: Do you and Paul have the actual separated individual CO2 and ZnO gans that I could
purchase or you could make for me to buy as people are recommending to have that actual
one (in jar Gans at bottom and water above it) and to then take teaspoons out of the jar
(never the actual gans sand like material) and to take that 2-3 times a day for cancer (if the
Energy station would not work or the same)?
A: Your plasma energy water that you separate as described above will give you the plasmatic
fields that you are seeking from the gans water you are talking about. You want the energy
fields. You could make a breathing device once you have the separate jars of plasma energy
water. What is important to realize is that even if your water container completely was out of
water, all the energy fields are still there.
Q: how do I make a breathing device?
A: you can purchase a hookah and put your plasma water in it. you are breathing the fields of
plasma and not the water. Or you can make your own breathing system as described below:

Use the water that addresses the conditions you are trying to improve. You will add this water
to the breathing device (hookah) of your choice that you can purchase locally or online. The
charged water is then placed in the bottom of the device and you breathe the air through a tube
that passes through the water (you don’t breathe water, just the air). The air you are breathing
that is charged with plasma energy then goes to the lungs to support the emotion. The center for
the emotion is in the brain.. This method of breathing is being used for relief in various
conditions including high blood pressure, diabetes, cancer, and mental issues such as those
brought on by stroke, Alzheimers and brain conditions in children. This is non-toxic and suitable
for any ages. There are no medicines in the air or the water in the breathing tube but only the
plasmatic fields.
Q: I took ounces of neutralizer in sprayer and we have had a lot of rain. My squash and
morning glories and roses have all put on more blooms. It boosted their production. I did
that with one gallon. Would you explain what that does for the plants? Also, when I drink
the water I have used the pads on am I getting the nutrition or the plasma enriched
nutrients? This is water and it messes with my head! I’m drinking water instead of
popping pills. When I drink that liquid plasma water am I taking in nutrients? Something
good is happening. I do better when I know what it is doing for me.
A: When we take a bite of food we start breaking it down in our mouths by chewing and mixing
with saliva. Then it goes to the stomach where it is broken down further. As the process
continues the final result is the delivery of plasma energy to the cells that started out as the bite
of food. When you drink the water you are taking the plasma energy from the nutrients that were
present in various components such as the food, the herbs, the vitamins and the minerals. All of
those were broken down to a GANS (gas in atomic nano state) and then had water added to that
GANS. The vials on the plasma energy station are filled with plasma water from the top of the
jar with the GANS that rests in the bottom.
Q: Is it necessary when we make the paper
towel patches to have one larger than the
other?
A: It’s a good idea and the way I do it is
whatever towel size I’m using I use ¾ of the
towel for one patch and ¼ for the other patch.
They can be any size from a post-it note up to a
lunch napkin size. With the lunch napkin you
could just use 3 in one patch and one in the
other. I’ve made large pads to put under the
bottom sheet. You can layer these before you seal them in the plastic. My son rammed his
elbow and we were there for dinner. I made him a patch really quickly with his station water and
made the 3 to 1 patch with paper towels. We put it wet into the baggies and sealed them as there
wasn’t time to dry them. He got relief right away and said the patches felt like he was icing his
elbow. People who make the wet patches use a vacuum sealer to seal them and put a little
copper oxide in with them to keep them from getting moldy. The magnetic gravitational works
by having the patch with more energy give to the patch with lesser energy. In doing that

everything between the two patches is also balanced. If you think of the bigger patch as the
giver and the smaller patch as the receiver, the giver will give to the receiver so the receiver can
balance and then also give to the giver.
Q: do the patches heal the problem?
A: It depends on your intention. If you are asking if there is more of a placebo affect then you
might wonder if it will help for awhile with just a placebo effect. Let me go back to my brother;
he had a torn meniscus on his knee and has problems with the other knee. The doctor said he’d
have to clean the knee with torn meniscus and my brother wanted to hold off and do something
else for awhile. He sees an acupuncturist regularly and drinks the station water. When he went
back the knee with the torn meniscus was perfect with nothing for the doctor to do.

Purchase your Never-Ending Plasma Energy Vials or Pads
by clicking the BUY NOW button.
Plasma Energy Solution Association is a private membership association under Grantor
Trust 983142-341348-041035. One dollar of a first-time purchase grants membership
status to the purchaser. The only membership requirement of purchaser is to use,
enjoy and benefit from the Plasma Energy Solution Products and share with others if
you wish.

